
Revelation 13 PART 1 

 

(REV 13:1-18) 

I.  Preliminary Considerations 

1.  This chapter is concerned with two beasts (the beast of the sea and the beast of the earth/land) and 

the authority they exercise in relation to worship and war (1-2, 4, 7-8, 11-12, 15). 

2.  The beast of the sea is allowed to carry out a blasphemous and persecuting campaign against God 

and Christians for 3 ½ years (5-8). 

3.  The beast of verses 1-10 is distinct and different from the beast of verses 11-17 (Compare 1-2 w/ 11-

12). 

4.  The beast of the sea is directly under the power of Satan (Compare 12:3 w/13:1—also consider 11:7 

w/17:8 which confirms the beast of the bottomless pit as the same beast of ch.13 as well as re-enforces 

the fact that he is demon-possessed—9:7—the bottomless pit is the place of demons) and functions as 

power of attorney for Satan (2, 4), the beast of the earth/land as priest for the beast of the sea in the 

earth/land (12). 

5.  The beast of the earth/land demands and deceives others into worship of the beast of the sea (12-15 

w/3-4). 

6.  Both beasts are anti-Christian, doing things which cause others to marvel and be deceived (3-4, 6, 

13). 

7.  Both beasts represent a thing, the beast of the sea however is also a person (auvtou/ , 

/auvtw/| = pp-NUETER = “it”-2-8, 11-17; possesses the number/identity of a singular man-18—also 

consider 17:11). 



“—a matter of fact that all commentators agree upon:  In Revelation the Beast shifts between a generic 

and a specific entity. That is, the Beast sometimes refers to a corporate entity, sometimes to a particular 

individual.  For instance, dispensationalist Robert L. Thomas observes, ‘the interchangeability of the head 

with the whole beast—i.e. the king with his kingdom.’  Commentators from both liberal and conservative 

schools recognize this fact.  This is akin to the ‘Body of Christ’ sometimes meaning Jesus’ individual body, 

and sometimes his corporate church.” –Kenneth Gentry 

CHAPTER 13 DEPICTS THE WRATH OF SATAN AGAINST CHRISTIANS IN THE 3 ½ YEARS OF EMPIRE WIDE 

PERSECUTION INSTIGATED BY THE JEWISH PRIESTHOOD (THE BEAST OF THE LAND) AND ENACTED BY 

ROME AND NERO (THE BEAST OF THE SEA). 

SUPPORT: IDENTITY OF THE BEASTS 

A.  Re: the Beast of the Sea as Rome and Nero 

1) Rome is a “thing” (nation/empire), Nero is a “person” thus fulfilling the criteria of verse (18). 

“Corporately the Beast is the Roman Empire; specifically he is Nero Caesar, its contemporary head.” –

Kenneth Gentry 

2)  Rome and Nero fit within the temporal notations of the book itself (1:1-3, 22:6, 10). 

3)  Rome was “the city on the seven hills” which is what the “seven heads” of the Beast (1) are revealed 

to be (17:9).   

4)  From the vantage point of Israel (the main geographic focus of the book), Rome was the empire 

“rising out of the sea” (13:1). 

5)  Horns in ancient times pictured political authority or power (ex.  Num 24:8; Deu 33:17; Eze 34:21; 

Dan 7:7).  In the first century Rome exercised political authority over 10 main provinces: Italy, Achaia, 

Asia, Syria, Egypt, Africa, Spain, Gaul, Britain, Germany (13:1-2). 

6)  Rome in the first century satisfies the criteria of an empire exercising the kind of un-paralleled 

dominance expressed in chapter thirteen’s depiction of the beast (2, 4, 7) 

“[the Romans] are the lords of the habitable earth” –Josephus (Antiquities, 15.11.1) 



“[Rome’s] sovereignty (is) of the most numerous, most valuable, and important portions of the habitable 

world, which in fact one may fairly call the whole world” –Philo (Embassy, 10) 

7) Nero is the sixth of seven emperors in the history of Rome:  Julius, Augustus, Tiberius, Gaius, Claudius, 

NERO, Galba.  Whereas Nero’s reign lasted roughly 13 years, Galba’s lasted only 6months making him 

the shortest reigning emperor until that time yet fulfilling the prophecy of (17:9-10). 

8)  Nero was the one who made the decision to execute a full military campaign against the Jews as well 

as seize (and ultimately) destroy her prize city of Jerusalem (17:16; Josephus, Wars, 3.1.2). 

9)  Nero was called a “beast” and acted like one on many occasions.  He killed his own mother, brother, 

aunt and wife as well as many prominent citizens in Rome.  In re-enactment of the leopards, bears and 

lions (which were the common animals of the Roman arenas), Nero was also known to  dress up in their 

skins and attack and eat the genitals of men and women he would tie to stakes (much like those used in 

the arenas themselves). (13:1-2). 

“He so prostituted his own chastity that after defiling almost every part of his body, he at last devised a 

kind of game, in which covered with the skin of some wild animal, he was let loose from a cage and 

attacked the private parts of men and women who were bound to stakes, and when he had sated his 

mad lust, was dispatched by his freedman Doryphorus.” –Suetonius 

“The beasts of the arena (leopards, bears and lions) were imitated by the Beast of Revelation, Nero 

Caesar.” –Kenneth Gentry 

“[Nero was] the basest of all men, and even of wild beasts…” –Sulpicius Serverus 

“[Nero was] a noxious wild beast” –Lactantius 

  “In my travels which have been wider than ever man yet accomplished, I have seen many, many wild 

beasts…but this beast [Nero]…I do not know how many heads it has, nor if it be crooked of claw, and 

armed with horrible fangs…[But] of wild beasts you cannot say that there were ver (one) known to eat 

their own mother, (yet) nero has gorged himself on this diet.” –Apollonius 

“The word for ‘beast’ in Greek is ‘therion’, a term frequently used of wild animals, of dangerous animals.  

‘Therion’ is often used (also) of the wild, carnivorous animals employed in the cruel Roman arenas.  

Because of its natural association, the term is quite aptly used figuratively of persons with ‘a bestial 

nature, beast, monster.  In Leviticus 26:6 the beasts of the land are symbolic of evil; in Leviticus 26:22 



God promises their return to plague Israel and to bereave her of children if she is unfaithful to the 

covenant.” –Kenneth Gentry 

10) Nero had Christians put to death for 42 mos/3 ½ yrs (11/64-6/68) (13:5-7). 

“Remarkably the Neronic persecution of Christianity lasted almost precisely the length of time mentioned 

in Revelation 13:5.  The persecution began (shortly) after the destructive burning of Rome (July, 64) in the 

latter part of November, A.D. 64.  This persecution finally ended with the death of Nero, which occurred 

on the ninth of June, A.D. 68.”  --Kenneth Gentry 

11)  Nero’s Greek name (Neron Caesar) transliterated into Hebrew equates to “666” according to the 

numerical values given to letters in the Hebrew alphabet (13:18).  Even the variant rendering of “616” 

finds a solution in the person of Nero when valued according to its Latin rendering (Nero Caesar). 

“A great number of biblical scholars recognize this name as the solution to the problem.  Is it not 

remarkable that this most relevant emperor has a name that fits precisely the required sum?  He is the 

only contemporary historical figure that can possibly fulfill all the requirements.”—Kenneth Gentry 

12.  Nero considered himself a god and demanded worship from those within the empire (13:4-5). 

“Nero minted coins with an image of his own head radiating the rays of the sun.  By this maneuver he 

intentionally imitated the powerful Roman sun god Apollo.  In inscription in Athens praises him as ‘all 

powerful Nero Caesar Sebastos, a new Apollo.’”—Kenneth Gentry 

“indeed the proceedings of the conference were not limited to mere conversations, but  a lofty platform 

had been erected on which were set images of Nero, and in the presence of the Armenians, Parthians, 

and Romans, (King of Armenia) Tiridates approached and paid them reverence; then, after sacrificing to 

them and calling them by laudatory names, he took off his diadem and set it upon them.  Tiradates 

publicly fell before Nero seated upon the rostra in the Forum: ‘Master, I am the descendant of Arsaces, 

brother of the kings Vologaesus and Pacorus, and they slave.  And I have come to thee, my god, to 

worship thee as I do Mithras.  The destiny thou spinnest for me shall be mine; for thou art my Fortune 

and my Fate.” –Deo Cassius 

“That Nero was actually worshipped is evident from inscriptions found in Ephesus in which he is called 

‘Almighty God’ and ‘Savior’.  Nero abandoned all reserve in promoting emperor worship.  In fact, Caligula 



and Nero, (are) the only two of the Julio-Claudians who were direct descendants of Augustus, (who) 

demanded divine honors while they were still alive.”  --Kenneth Gentry  

 


